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Protect
Productivity,
proﬁtability
and IP
The new information age is increasing data and with
it the challenges of fast and efficient recovery from
data loss. Not checked, the effect on business
productivity, reputation and the corporate bottom line
can be profound.

Services
■

■

■

bluesource doesn’t just protect business information,
but operational resilience – and we minimize downtime
when files, servers or storage need to be restored.
So in the event of failed infrastructure, major
disruption or simply lost data, the recovery times are
swift and costs are minimized.

Benefits










Optimize data protection for expanding IT environments and stricter
compliance requirements

Backup strategy and planning
Backup audits and
troubleshooting
Technical design and
implementation

■

Backup managed services

■

Backup 24/7 cloud protection

■

Backup appliances

■

Disk, tape and cloud storage

Technologies
■

Minimize loss of productivity by accelerating the recovery of
backed up data
Deliver a more economical solution to retaining backup data,
and relieve the upward pressure on storage costs
Avoid missing back up windows, and the risk of unprotected
information as data growth accelerates
Better secure valuable corporate data and IP on the increasing
number of endpoint devices
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■

Software:
– Veritas NetBackup
– Veritas Backup Exec
– EVault
Hardware:
– Veritas NetBackup
Appliance
– Veritas Backup
Exec Appliance
– HDS Tape Solutions

www.bluesource.net
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Our solutions and capabilities
We offer comprehensive backup solutions

Backup audits and troubleshooting

Backup Managed Services

delivered by experts and optimized with the

– Designed to assist customers suffering
with poorly optimized backup solutions
– Root-cause analysis and process audit,
identifies undiagnosed backup and
recovery bottlenecks
– Detailed health-check reports and
priority-based recommendations help
businesses resolve issues

– On-premise backup solutions, fully
optimized and monitored 24/7 by
dedicated specialists
– Bespoke diagnostics provides deep
insight into the health of backup
environments
– Experienced support analysts and
engineers collaborate on problem
diagnosis and resolution
– Predictable monthly costs
– Monthly service reports

leading disk, cloud and tape technologies.
We optimize the right technology to protect
and recover information on-premises, in
the cloud or hybrid. Additionally we provide
a fully managed services capability,
releasing valuable IT skill and budget.

Backup strategy and planning

Technical design and implementation

– Realise Recovery Time and Recovery
Point objectives in the most appropriate
and cost-efficient manner
– Appropriate data protection advice for
organizations of all sizes, from SMB
through to Enterprise
– Extensive backup expertise in
archiving, cloud hosting and
document management

– Data protection and backup specialists
design, deployment-plan and implement
all solutions
– Utilize the most appropriate backup
technology, and leverage new innovations
for long-term suitability
– Strategic use of backup appliances,
disk, tape and cloud to consolidate
and simplify infrastructure
– Optimal backup and faster recovery
times, through de-duplication,
replication, virtual machine recovery
and backup acceleration

Backup 247 Cloud Protection
– Fully featured cloud backup for tape-free
data protection
– Monthly, per GB pricing gives total
flexibility and predictability without
major upfront Capex
– Freedom from patching, upgrades,
hardware refreshes and capacity
– Protected data is de-duplicated, secured,
encrypted and readily available for
self-service or assisted recovery

About bluesource
bluesource is proven across the complete information management stack that
provides a unique perspective on the problems of backup in the new information
age. Our backup team are industry-recognized experts. Over 10PB of data is under
management or protected in solutions designed by us, and we’re fully accredited and
recommended by leading data protection technology vendors. We provide a single
point of contact for accessing backup technical support, troubleshooting or advice, and
comprehensive backup management capabilities fully backed by SLA.

UK & EMEA
122 Tooley Street
London, SE1 2TU UK

North America
1900 Enchanted Way, Suite 225
Grapevine, TX 76051

Australia
Level 3, 142 Clarence Street
Sydney, NSW 2000

Call: +44 845 319 2100
Email: sales@bluesource.co.uk

Call: +1 845 987 4645
Email: sales@bluesource.net

Call: +61 2 8039 4000
Email: sale@bluesource.com.au

For more information: www.bluesource.net
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